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Cable & Clip Installation Guide
Overview
In order to be at this step, you will have already installed all Cable Guides and Wind-Strap hardware.
Installation of the Cable (a very high strength liquid crystal polymer) and the Clips that hold and
tension the poster is very straightforward and you will master this step easily after a few installations.
Once the single sheet poster is established you will likely be switching out one Eco-Poster for another.
However, during a transition from wet posting (i.e., glue posting) to dry posting, you may be required
to post a paper poster in between dry postings. If this is the case, remove the cables and clips (not the
cable guides) so that they are not damaged during the wet posting.

Parts List

Picture ID (below)

•

Cables and Cinch Strap (1 per board)

A

•

Regular Clips (30 per board)

B

•

Wind-Straps

C

•

Snap-on Clip Extenders (10 per board)

D

•

Corner Clips - RIGHT (4 per board)

E

•

Corner Clips - LEFT (4 per board)

F
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Pictures of parts used in this step

Step 1

Install the Cable

To begin we need to install the cable within and around the four corner cable guides with the two ends
of the cable ending up centered at the bottom as shown below.

Note: The Cinch Strap (Gray box) is permanently affixed to the right hand side of the cable
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Install the cable within the corner cable guides. To install the cable within the corner cable guides do
the following:

Install the cable under the gray lid. Pry the lid away from the black base to the cable under it

It is not necessary to loosen the screw or remove the lid to install the cable.

Once you’ve installed the cable in all four corner guides, connect the LEFT END of the cable to the
cinch strap and hand-tighten as shown below:
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A couple of notes on the Cinch Strap
The cable end-hooks are designed to fit securely around the cam of the cinch strap. They will loosen
up after a couple of uses, making it easy to connect to the cinch strap. If the prongs on the left-hand
side of the cable do not seem to fit into the cinch strap as shown, use a pair of pliers on the prongs to
open them up slightly.

When attaching the cable end hook to the cam, make sure handle loop at the end of the strap (which is
doubled over and sewn) does not get wedged into the cam. The double layer in the cam makes it
almost impossible to install the cable’s hooks because the cam lever is in the way. Below there is the
“correct” way and the “incorrect” way with the difference being that you should tighten the cinch strap
slightly so that it is not at the very end.

CORRECT
•

INCORRECT

Note with the Incorrect picture, the doubled over portion of the strap is wedged into the
cam, making it impossible to attach the clip to the strap
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Step 2

Install the Wind
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Strap (if not already installed)

Install the wind-strap by first installing the L-Brackets into the side anchors on the left and right. Note
the anchor bolts are a poster installation tool and should not be left on the poster panel permanently but
rather taken along w/ the wind strap to each new poster removal/installation.

Next, clip the ends of the horizontal and vertical straps into the side anchors and bottom brackets.
Note this hardware should have been installed during the initial hardware installation (when the cable
guides were installed).
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The picture below demonstrates a fully installed wind-strap, attached in 6 places.
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Step 3

Install the Clips on the Cable

Our next step is to install the clips onto the cable. When you finish, the clips will be configured
according to the illustration below (presume there is an invisible poster installed below).
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Regular Clips (30x per board):

The pictures below demonstrate how to slip the regular clip over the cable.

Regular Clip w/ Extension (10x per board): Note the extenders are used on the top only
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The clip orientation for the regular clip is very important. Let’s review how the regular clips will look
using a bottom and a top view as set forth below.

In the graphic above, the black area would be the panel face and the gray represents the trim (or bottom
of the board in this case). The plastic triangle is pointed IN towards the inside of the panel and the
metal wire “tongue” is completely visible and faces away from the panel face. If you always follow
these two rules, you will always orient the regular clips in the correct way. Think of the metal wire
tongue as pointing clockwise when the plastic tongue is pointing away from the trim (towards the
center of the panel).

In the graphic above, the black area still represents the panel face and the gray represents the trim (or
top of the board in this case). The extended plastic triangle is pointed IN towards the inside of the
panel and the metal wire “tongue” is completely visible and faces away from the panel face. Note the
extenders that are snapped onto clips on the top. These extenders are helpful during poster installation
in order to prevent the clips from flipping upside down.
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Corner Clips (8 per board)
Note the orientation of each of the 8 corner clips around the poster from the perspective of someone
facing the poster. Clips are shown with the flat side (Bottom of the clip) facing out as they would be
during a poster installation. The bumpy side of the clips (Top of the clip) will always go against the
panel. Each corner will use one “right” and one “left” corner clip.

“Bottom” Side – Smooth
This side faces the Eco-Poster

“Top” Side – Bumpy
This side faces the panel
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The Corner Clip is made of two separate pieces of high grade plastic which snap together around the
cable. These two pieces are referred to as “top” and “bottom.” The “bottom” piece has a long plastic
tongue (insert) that slides into the poster pocket. The “top” piece is the smaller of the two pieces. To
take the pieces apart (in order to install the cable) press the tab on the top piece to disengage the top
piece from the bottom piece.

Next, position the cable between the two rows of hooks on the bottom piece and reconnect the two
pieces.

The corner clip should be installed on the cable so that the bottom piece (smooth side) faces you and
the top piece (bumpy) is against the poster panel. The long plastic tongue (insert) should point towards
the corner.
It is very important to get the corner clips and regular clips installed in the correct orientation.
Failure to do so will make proper Eco-Poster installation impossible
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Left Side
2 corner clips and 6 regular clips
for a total of 8 clips as shown.

Right Side
2 corner clips and 6 regular clips
for a total of 8 clips as shown.
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Bottom Left Side
1 corner clip and 4 regular clips
for a total of 5 clips as shown.

Bottom Right Side :
1 corner clip and 4 regular clips
for a total of 5 clips as shown.
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Now you need to install the 12 clips along the top of the cable (2 corner clips and 10 regular clips w/
clip extenders).
In order to accomplish this you will need to lower the top cable by disconnecting the end of the cable
from the Cinch Strap and attaching the ends of the cable to the Wind-Strap in order to create some
slack.

The ends of cable are attached to the Wind-Strap
Next, pull the top cord down w/ the pole tool by lifting the cable off the top cable guides. Below is a
picture of this step showing the ends of the cable attached to the wind strap to lower the cable. Also,
the clips installed on the top cable (which is in the lowered position) are shown below:
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Attach 12 clips to the top cable.

Top Clips:
2 corner clips and 10 regular clips w/ clip
extenders for a total of 12 clips as shown.

This concludes the cable and clip installation guide.
As far as next steps at this step, the options would seem to be:
•
•
•

Install an Eco-Poster (the most logical next step). If you have a new poster, install it now per the
Poster Installation Guide.
If you are going to do a wet–posting, remove the clip and cable prior to doing so. Also remove the
wind-strap and anchor bolts.
If you are going to leave the cable and clips but not install another poster at this time, reinstall the
cable over the top cable guides (using the pole tool) and side guides and tighten the cinch strap and
remove the Wind-Straps and L-Brackets.
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